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For the attention of: Whom it may concern. 

 

Rugby Road/Hawley Road Scheme 

  
 

 

Night time Surfacing Works commencing 12th September 2022 

 

 

Works on the Hawley Road/Rugby Road/Westfield Road Junction have progressed well, and we have now 
reached the surfacing phase of works. 

  
 

Works are scheduled to be carried out during a 3-week period as follows:

 12th September 2022 start of night time surfacing works 
 Full junction closures will be in place during night-time hours, with traffic marshals in place to 

manage access through the works. 
 Road closures are 8pm to 6am Monday to Friday 
 30th September 2022 end of works

During these necessary works, it is inevitable that there will be an element of noise and disruption to 
surrounding properties due to the type of work being carried out. Works have been scheduled during the 
night time hours of 8pm and 6am. This decision was taken due to the high volume of traffic on the Rugby 
Road during the day and highway network restrictions.

Initially, during the first week, the removal of the existing road surface will incur an element of noise along 
with the breaking out of the existing iron works in the road.

The second week of works, involving the laying of new asphalt, will require HRA chips to be loaded into a 
hopper for even distribution and subsequent compaction of the material via rolling plant. This operation 
will again incur some noise and disruption. In addition, the roller ‘reversing night- time white noise 
equipment’ is installed for the safety of the workforce and it is imperative this is used. If individual shifts go 
well, noise naturally tails off into the early hours as work is completed.

During the course of the third week, white line road marking and loop cutting for the traffic signal 
sequences is scheduled to take place. The programme of works is subject to favourable weather 
conditions.

We apologise for any inconvenience caused and ask that you please bear with us during this busy period. 
Your help and understanding during these night time works, is really appreciated by our onsite team.

Should you have any queries regarding the works/scheme please get in touch I can be contacted by my email 
email joanne.plews@eurovia.co.uk or via telephone 07768 940 187.

We thank you in advance for your patience and cooperation.

Joanne Plews 
Customer Relationship Coordinator 
Tel: 07768 940 187




